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Abstract
The dramatic growth of the amount of information that is made available
through computer systems and the increasing need to access relevant information anywhere at any time are more and more overwhelming the cognitive
capacity of human users. Thus, instead of providing the right information
at the right time, current computer systems are geared towards providing all
information at any time. This requires humans to explicitly and repeatedly
specify the context of the required information in great detail.
The overall problems resulting from this type of information access are
ampliﬁed by the fact that an ever-increasing number of users are accessing
information on-the-move through portable computer systems such as PDAs
and cellular phones. These systems are becoming increasingly ill-suited to
provide eﬃcient mobile access to relevant information.
The vision of Pervasive Computing aims at solving these problems by
providing seamless and distraction-free support for user tasks with devices
that are invisibly embedded into the environment. In order to provide task
support in an unobtrusive and intuitive way, the devices are equipped with
wireless communication and sensing technology. This allows them to cooperate with each other autonomously, i.e. without manual intervention, and
it enables them to perceive relevant parts of the physical world surrounding
their human users.
Keywords: pervasive computing, m2m systems, domain independent architecture, middleware, context ontology, smart spaces, security, development
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1. Beyond the state of the art
In the beginnings of the Pervasive computing software architectures such as GUIDE
system were developed and deployed together with platforms that were designed
exactly for the needs of the target applications. The importance of the context
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information very recognized very early at the development of pervasive applications
[15]. However traditional software architecture designs do not use the context
information opposite to PECES design where it is utilized inside the middleware
to improve the functional parts during cooperation between diﬀerent entities in the
system. This paper will outline how the ontologies as basis of the system’s model
description will actively contribute in the dynamic group forming, communication
and the security issues as well. There are already middleware designs which aim at
forming speciﬁc smart environments so called restricted smart areas or “islands of
integration”. They focus on speciﬁc types of smart environments such as meeting
or class rooms [4, 11] or dynamically constructed environments on the basis of
proximity [1, 6, 10, 14, 17]. Opposed to this PECES project creates a general layer
with no speciﬁc application scenario and restrictions to exact location.

2. Technical objectives and innovation
The features outlined above will be detailed through real life use cases in the
upcoming sections to prove the beneﬁt that PECES adds to development of Machine2Machine [7] systems. To go a step further PECES also deﬁnes so called
development tools to provide an environment for developers where they can design
and test PECES based software environment even before a ﬁrst real deployment to
the target platforms. The real life uses case on which the research concepts will be
mapped is a “Nursling Care” system where a telemedicine solution is introduceddeveloped by Frontendart Ltd. [3]-which takes care of patients and monitors them.
This architecture will completely reside on PECES middleware. FEA has a role in
this scenario as Machine2Machine technology provider outlined in the paragraph
below.
From the technology and business model point of view, the introduced “Nursling
Care” scenario is built on the M2M service provider infrastructure, which provides
access to the last mile of services for diﬀerent domain speciﬁc service providers.
Machine2Machine (M2M) solutions provide a new way of monitoring or even controlling the workﬂows in diﬀerent domains. The actual M2M solutions are mostly
domain speciﬁc and they are not extendable or reusable in diﬀerent application
domains. This issue is the same mentioned at the introduction when formation
of speciﬁc environments was outlined. In most cases, it is not feasible for the end
users or the service providers to install and maintain dedicated solutions for each
covered domain. A more feasible approach could be the introduction of the general
purpose M2M infrastructure provider (there could be multiple providers) who is
going to provide the basic M2M infrastructure. On the top of this infrastructure,
domain speciﬁc devices and services could be deployed and oﬀered to the end users
as it is shown on the ﬁgure below. This paper proves that PECES totally ﬁts to
these needs.
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Figure 1: M2M Ecosystem

3. Domain model specification
3.1. Challenges at Nursling Care
As said M2M services are domain independent solutions able to hold multiple
domains on the top of them. Every system speciﬁcation’s core part is the deﬁnition
of the domain model. Using context ontologies enables eﬀective context description
and distribution of information in a generalized way. The beneﬁt here opposite to
common development solutions is that the developers have a common vocabulary
to share context information which can be interpreted by the entities participating
in a speciﬁc domain. In fact the domain model of a software product can be fully
described with these deﬁnitions. This can be imagined as not only the attributes
of diﬀerent entities are speciﬁed with this description language but the relationship
and the information ﬂow between them. Later these deﬁnitions will also be used
for determination of group members in the speciﬁc and dynamically formed Smart
Spaces. In “Nursling Care” use case there will be intelligent vital sign measurement
devices, intelligent household devices, PDAs taken by the visiting nurses which all
have to be grouped in the right way. The deﬁnition of the context can be imagined
as the deﬁnition of the logical system plan where the main task is to deﬁne the
domain model of the system.

3.2. PECES solutions and practice
The tool used for ontology handling which will be integrated in the mentioned
development tools is Protégé. This is a java based tool with a graphical user
interface which enables easy handling of ontology deﬁnitions. Beside this an extra
feature is the visualization of context relationships which is provided by the Ontoviz
plugin [8]. As an example in the “Nursling Care” domain a part of the context of the
blood pressure measurement device can be described with the following ontology
deﬁnitions:
<participatingDevice>
<p2:Member rdf:ID="myMeasuringSensor0">
<hasContext rdf:resource="#installedToMySmartHome0"/>
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<p2:measures>
<p3:DiastolicBloodPressure rdf:ID="myBabyBloodPressure0"/>
</p2:measures>
<hasContext rdf:resource="#relatedToeHealthBabyCare0"/>
<ownedBy>
<user:User rdf:ID="myParent0">
<owns rdf:resource="#myMeasuringSensor0"/>
<owns rdf:resource="#myHomeHub0"/>
</user:User>
</ownedBy>
...
</participatingDevice>

The visualisation of this deﬁnition can be easily done with the Ontoviz plugin which
is present on the ﬁgure below showing the relationships between entities.

Figure 2: Measurement Sensor Description
There are predeﬁned ontologies which deﬁne base and common concepts and are
namely Smart Space, Device proﬁle, User proﬁle, Service and Event deﬁnitions.
These are the so called core ontologies which are always the basis of the deﬁned
model. The developers can then add software speciﬁc deﬁnitions which concentrate
multiple or extend one of these predeﬁned entities.
In our example there are two services, the “eHealthBabyCareService” and
“eHealthProviderService”. The relations between entities mentioned above can be
deﬁned easily by using the formalism from the ontologies. It provides properties
as it can be seen on the previous ﬁgure which names are “ownedBy”, “measures”
“hasContext” and further ones like “serviceProvidedBy”, “serviceConsumes”, “serviceConsumedBy”. These properties allow for the developers to identify the relationships; devices at patient’s home (like weight scale or blood pressure measurer)
which consume the “eHealthBabyCareService” and a PDA carried by the nurse
which consumes both services-depending on where it is located-to calculate the
visit route to patients and later gather information at patient’s home.
The advantage of using this formalism is not only that the developers have
eﬀective context description tools but with this they already deﬁne the domain
model of their system and have eﬀective and rapid development lifecycle. This
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context information will be also actively used by the middleware during runtime
to deal with the grouping, communication and security concepts detailed in the
upcoming sections.

4. Communication, Dynamic Grouping,
Smart Spaces
4.1. Challenges at Nursling Care
The M2M system consists of distributed entities which have diﬀerent roles, from
vital sign measurement to uplink provision to the central database. The entities
must have and eﬀective way of topology formation to have a clear global architecture of the system. The “Nursling Care” scenario have so called Home Hubs which
are the main access points in the Smart Homes and provide uplink to the outer
World, also there are the mentioned measurement devices and other private household property. All these entities have to be separated in logical groups where they
belong. PECES has an exact mechanism for this purpose which uses the context
ontologies to determine these groups. This section will start with introducing the
usage of the ontologies during runtime for logical decisions.

4.2. PECES solutions
PECES middleware will be an extension of the already existing BASE middleware
[1] mentioned before. It’ll have modular architecture with inter-process communication, network communication, context provisioning, registry and role assignment
mechanism and many more extensible parts. The modular architecture is useful
because of the resource insuﬃciency problem at embedded devices. Devices with
fewer resources will have a lightweight version of middleware and will be helped
out by more powerful devices. As mentioned context ontologies will be also used
as description for group formation. Two important parts have to be mentioned
here namely the Contex Provisioning and Role Based Group Formation or Role
Assignment Mechanism.
The grouping concept has its well deﬁned actors. These are the Coordinator who
holds the information about what context is needed to join a Smart Space (Logical
Group), the Gateway which has extended communication capabilities namely an
uplink to Internet and provides the connection to other Smart Spaces and last
but not least the plain Members, devices which have the context needed to join
the Smart Space. Another important thing is the registry where the contextual
information is distributed. The registry is hierarchical and it has three types the
Device level, Space level and Internet level registry. Devices which provide services
export this information to diﬀerent levels of registries and later consuming devices
can ﬁnd them. Gateways are separated into two further groups of Local and Remote
Gateways. Remote Gateways are the classical gateways, Local Gateways have the
purpose two seamlessly connect devices with incompatible interfaces, as they have
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multiple diﬀerent type interfaces. This information also needs to be described in
the devices’ context in order to be available for other devices. The following ﬁgure
will help to understand the essence of the middleware’s modular architecture and
show how this mechanism works.

Figure 3: BASE Architecture
As it can be seen the core part is the micro broker layer. It have three main parts,
the invocation broker the device registry and object registry. The invocation broker
is responsible for forwarding and dispatching invocations. Simply said applications
register for interesting events here and the broker indicates if the event occurred
and provides the needed information. Registry holds the contextual information
about the device and the plug-ins. The object registry stores the information about
the registered objects handled by the invocation broker. Plug-ins are presenting the
extensible manner of the architecture they can be serializer-deserializer plug-ins,
security plug-ins (encryptor-decrpytor), transceiver plug-ins etc. All these plugins have the purpose-after they are installed and ordered in a proper sequenceto provide seamless integration in the physical world surrounding the device and
provide automated communication interface with the other entities. Transceiver
plug-ins can be for example network communication stacks for diﬀerent types of
protocols and interfaces.

4.3. PECES in practice
The “Nursling Care” use case will show how this mechanism will work in practice.
As it was mentioned at the beginning of this section in this scenario there are
multiple devices used for diﬀerent purposes. The example Smart Space, actually
two Smart Spaces-this exactly shows how multiple domains can be injected on
the same infrastructure-will be the eHealthBabyCare and SmartHome which are
formed at same home (physical topology) separating diﬀerent domains of use. The
Smart Space borders show on the ﬁgure on the next page, how the devices are
grouped based on the context they have. The nurse who carries her business PDA
and visits the patients enters the house, and after the discovery and exchanged
contextual information joins to eHealthBabyCare Smart Space is. However there
is a bigger SmartHome Smart Space which members are unreachable for the nurse’s
PDA.
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Figure 4: Dynamic Group Formation
As seen even hierarchical and multiple overlapping Smart Spaces can be formed by
deﬁning diﬀerent contexts and the logical boundaries will be built seamlessly. The
question here is what if the nurse’s PDA says it has a context which grants join to
SmartHome space. The answer for this question will be detailed in the upcoming
section where the trust relationships and certiﬁcate hierarchies will be associated
with grouping concepts. To stay at grouping mechanisms the simple sequence of
the group formation is the following. Every PECES enabled device has its context
which describes it. The Smart Spaces are deﬁned by a set of rules which are in
fact constraints on context; this role (or rule set) is stored on the Coordinator as
mentioned before. Simple rule set is demonstrated in the listing below:
eHealthBabyCare == hasContext="eHealthBabyCare0" ^ relatedTo="EhealthBabyCare0"
^ (ownedBy="myParent" v ownedBy="eHealthIncompany")

As an engine the Coordinator has a role assignment mechanism which determines
whether a device who wants to join the Smart Space has the needed context or
not. The group formation and communication will be done seamlessly by the middleware layer. The applications and services residing on the top of the middleware
will see an abstract high level picture about the world surrounding them, in form
of available services and entities. The “Nursling Care” scenario here has eHealthBabyCareService which is exported to the Space Level registry on the Coordinator
so the measurement devices can ﬁnd it after they have joined the Smart Space
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and can send vital sign measurement information about the monitored babies or
patients which can be later queried by the nurse’s PDA or sent to the central.

5. Security concepts
5.1. Challenges at Nursling Care
The base concept we are talking about is the M2M infrastructure based “Nursling
Care” telemedicine solution which circulates a lot of sensitive and private information. Medicine and also personal information handling is always very critical
and requires a big responsibility how to handle it. However nowadays security aspect is important at almost any kind of network based software design. There are
two main things security needs to cover here. The ﬁrst one is to protect our data
from being captured by third party persons and the second to have standardized
mechanism for building trust relationships. Actually the security concept will be
injected to the middleware in a form of a plug-in as it was already mentioned at
the previous section.

5.2. PECES solutions and practice
The basis of PECES security can be outlined with three main segments which are
the trust, key management and authentication concepts. PECE has a very simple
but eﬀective trust relationship model. It has three main types: “non”, “marginal”
and “full”. Based on this eﬀects caused to the device’s system are separated to
“marginal” and “critical” eﬀects. So a trust relationship table can be deﬁned where
peers with full trust are granted to do every kind of interaction, peers with marginal
trust are granted to make only things that cause marginal eﬀects and non trusted
parties are fully locked out from the corresponding device. As mentioned before
role assignment mechanisms can be validated with this concept if we use certiﬁcates
as the credentials for trust relationship.
PECES middleware will rely on the asymmetric cryptography [5] during the
basic key setups. After the symmetric session keys were exchanged faster symmetric encryption will be used during the communication. This combination of
two cryptographies provides a safe and fast system at the same time. As it was
said before circulation of certiﬁcates will handle the trust relationships, public key
part of the asymmetric key pair can be also signed with another key pair with this
creating a recursive certiﬁcate hierarchy. Simply explained the ﬁgure below device
that has the SmartHomeCert certiﬁcate is granted full access to the Smart Home
but the visiting Nurse’s PDA will only have the eHealthBabyCareCert certiﬁcate
which will grant access only restricted areas where the “baby care” related entities
are residing. In other words she won’t be able to access patient’s private property
like tuning the intelligent TV or setting the alarm system.
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Figure 5: Certiﬁcate Hierarchy and Trust
PECES middleware has its dedicated key storage for storing the own asymmetric
key pair, the certiﬁcates from other parties and the symmetric session keys generated during communication establishment. The security plug-in is fed from this
dedicated key storage. Therefore the authentication concepts consist of two parts
the device authentication which is done by the proper certiﬁcates and the data
authentication which is provided by the initial asymmetric cryptography and after the session keys are exchanged with symmetric cryptography. These carefully
designed security concepts provide high level authenticity and integrity and are
excellent choice for protecting the sensitive patient and medicine related private
data.

6. Development process
Last but not least a challenge not just here but at every development process is the
way and tools used to develop the imagined system. PECES will oﬀer an Eclipse [2]
based development environment extended with its own plug-ins called Development
Tools. There will be three tools namely the Conﬁguration, Modelling and Testing
tool. With the Conﬁguration tool the developer can handle and deﬁne the initial
context information, this will provide a Protege like GUI where ontologies can be
easily deﬁned and maintained. Modelling tool will help in deﬁnition of the system’s
model (Smart Spaces, Roles, Middleware components), and as the last one Testing
tool will provide a test environment which is simulating real circumstances and
where developers can test the developed system even before they deployed their
software to real platforms. These tools are all OSGi [9] bundles and will integrate
seamlessly to Eclipse IDE, providing a solution for easy, eﬀective and fast software
development for the developers.

Conclusions
This paper was about to outline what is the beneﬁt of adapting PECES on software
development of wide range of software products and how it ﬁts to the vision of domain independent M2M architectures. The aim was to identify its general manner
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and to introduce the power of bringing the outlined technologies together. There
is no question about PECES will deliver a next generation, new way of integrated
software development and gives the ability to developers to do what they know the
best and this is the application and service development itself, having no troubles
with infrastructure and integration issues.
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